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I live about ten miles from the compound and own over 2,000 cookbooks and this is one of the best

I've ever seen. It has receipes that are easy to follow with ingredients that are readily available and

is both current and traditional. It's the best addition to my collection in a long time.

I bought this book as one of our prizes for out annual 4th of July races. I skimmed it and copied a

few recipes before placing it on the prize table. Wonderful stories with every recipe. The three

recipes I made have been excellent. The meatloaf is the best I've tasted and easy to make.I plan on

ordering another copy for myself and trying more recipes.

As Kennedy fans, Cape Cod fans, and food fans, we loved this book. The pictures are beautiful, the

reminiscences heartwarming, and the recipes delicious!

If you love food or the Kennedy Family, buy this book...If you love food AND the Kennedy Family,

you should already own this book! This book ranks number one in both my cookbook collection and

my Kennedy books collection! Its fabulous!



It is apparent that a tremendous amount of work went into the development of this book. The

pictures and narration is eloquent and extremely vivid. It's a wonderful book to have around the

house for guests to look through and spark conversations, and for hosts to refer to for food

preparations. This book is truly amazing!

This book is a winner! It is filled with recipes to make any occasion special- from breakfast to dinner.

I enjoyed reading the stories in the book. The recipes are easy to follow, and would make a lasting

impression at any party or get together. I highly recommend this book for a gift or just to add to your

collection!!

This book, written by Neil Connolly (executive chef and general manager of Doc's restaurant,

Orlando, Florida) is a must have for anyone who loves great recipes and good food! Loaded with

beautiful food photos and candid pictures of the Kennedy family, it also looks great on the coffee

table. Congratulations to Chef Neil, who served as chef for the Kennedy family, for a job well done.

the stories are fun tio read, and the recipes are easy to follow. I've tried a few, and they've been

delicious, despite my limited culinary skills! I gave copies to my daughters-in-law for Mother's Day,

and I've heard no complaints. It's beautiful to look at, too--and that alone makes it a worthwhile

acquisition.
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